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Abstract – This document is intended to quantify the amount of torque that can be produced from a flap tubine shown in the figure.
The flap turbine is a ocean turbine designed in such a way that the forward and the backward waves make the turbine to rotate in the
same direction. The flap arrangement open and closes to create torque in one particular diirection even though the source of the
torque i.e the wave change direction. The model considers a simple mechanics principle of momentum transfer before and after
impact and the torque is estimated as a function of the turbine geometric parameters and the wave approach velocity.
Keywords – Flap turbine, torque, momentum, uni-directional.

I.

III. MECHANISM OR PRINCIPLE OF FLAP
TURBINE:

INTRODUCTION

This turbine can convert the kinetic energy of the
approaching ocean waves into electrical energy. The
waves strike the turbine and make it rotate. This turbine
is connected to a generator. When the turbine rotates,
the generator also rotates, generating power.
II. GENERAL
TURBINE:

ARRANGEMENT

OF

As shown, when the flow is towards north the flap
opens. When the flow is towards south, the flap closes.
A pair of such flaps (at least) is placed on either side of
the central pivot as shown in later diagrams.

FLAP

The turbine has four blades with flaps in them.
Basically, the flaps are valves designed to operate in one
direction. The four blades are placed at right angles to
each other. These blades are rigidly attached to the
central rod, and hence rotate it.

Principle of Operation
The flow of waves direction is Northwards on the
page.
With left flap closed and right flap open; more
torque is generated on the left causing a clockwise
rotation when viewed from the top.

Structural Arrangement for the FlapTurbine
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It can
c
also be sseen that wheen flow is dirrected
outwardds from the paage (for examp
ple when the wave
goes back into the occean) the righht flap (blue) closes
c
while the left flap (broown) opens. Thhus the force exxerted
by the receding
r
wavee is also such that the rotatiion is
clockwisse when vieweed from the topp.
If we
w term the brrown and bluee pair togetherr as a
flap arm
m, with more ssuch arms (sayy one normal to
t the
plane off the paper) tthe rotation would
w
be clockkwise
irrespecttive of flow dirrection.

Top view of the blades
wards on the page.
p
The flow direcction is Southw
With left flap open and righ
ht flap closed; more
m
torque is
generated on the right cauusing a clock
kwise rotation
when viewed from
f
the top.
Thus the rottation is clock
kwise irrespective of flow
direction
he turbine look
ks to the wave or
o the view off
This is how th
the turbine fro
om the

TOP VIEW
V
with an aadditional flap arm at right anngles
IV. ANA
ALYSIS AND
D ESTIMATION OF TURB
BINE
PAR
RAMATERS::

o the flap
Close-up of
Turbbine parameterrs

The lowerr drawing in colour
c
is a sligghtly enlarged
version of the one above witth the colour added
a
to make
the dotted linees of the edges and flaps clearrer
It can bee seen that after
a
rotation the left flap
(brown) comees to the right side. With floow into page,
this opens whiile the blue one now on the left
l closes. i.e.
no matter whaat, the flap on
n the right alw
ways opens to
flow into the page. Thus the
t direction of rotation is
clockwise wheen viewed from
m the top

Herre F is the forcce produced byy the wave, v is the
speed off the wave, is the densityy of water, is the
torque produced.
p
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This equation has certain asssumptions:
•

The forcee has been caalculated assum
ming that the
wave has completely trransferred its momentum
m
to
the turbine blade and
d the wave has stopped
completelly.

•

Due to thiis, the actual torque generateed will be less
than this value.
v

•

The forcee is expressedd as the rate of change off
momentum
m.

•

Frictional losses in thee rotating shaaft have been
neglected.

•

Wave is assumed
a
to be striking
s
continuuously.

•

The alreaady existing rpm
r
of the bllade has been
neglected.

•

For h=2,, r=1

For h=2,, r=2

The wavee has been assumed to hit alll parts of the
blade equally i.e. uniform
m load distribuution.

B RESULTS AND
A
CONCL
LUSION:
V. MATLAB
For h=1, r=.5

Graph
hs between torque and wave speed for varioous
turbbine parameterrs
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